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Our entire planet is about to meet its biggest, boldest danger yet: a trio of mischievous minions On a distant planet inhabited by obtuse insects, a brilliant scientist is busy perfecting the ultimate weapon. Meanwhile, a mad scientist is busy creating an army of brainwashed little soldiers. Together, they are about to unleash devastation on the planet. The Minions are five small purple creatures, just like the ones that characters Nick Frost played in his BBC radio show, More, Less, and Love - though these are much
cuter, and this particular movie is the only one in which they have trouble deciding which form of transportation to use. English People if you love the Despicable Me Character and wanna learn the hindi pronunciation from the Despicable Me characters. that you can easily download from the link provided below this is the Despicable Me Hindi Pronunciation video with the voiceover of one of the character Jennie. The Minions are an evil organization who are out for world domination using a little girl named Evelyn as

a human face for the organization. When Evelyn suddenly disappears, three minions, who had been looking after her, along with the head of the minions, Bill, embark on a quest to find her and to save her from the self-imposed rule of the main villain, Gru. The Minions use charm, wit, and their obsession with Gru to trick their way into his home in order to gain access to him. Meanwhile, Gru is taken over by a selfish and evil plot to obtain a super-powered army.
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while all this was going on, mrs gandhi had used her office to sign the death warrants of two
prisoners, the congress vice president and an opposition leader. the political parties had once
again gathered in delhi to cut up what remained of mrs gandhi's supporters. a gang of thugs

from the congress's student wing had bloodily suppressed the peaceful demonstration in
support of the prisoners. hundreds of students had been arrested and expelled for the incident.

this was the moment to strike back. there would be no forgiveness for a congress that had
murdered at the behest of the government. the students of the congress had been forced to

abandon their protest. members of the combined 'anti-congress' agitators had banded together
on national college, opposite the gates of the prime minister's residence on lodhi road.

according to one of the cadres, the plan was to raze the congress party to the ground. as they
marched to the prime minister's home, a few of their number were led away and forced to
chant, 'we want some answers'. these young men were dragged off to the prime minister's

office, where they were locked up in what amounted to makeshift cells. if they were lucky they
would be released after an hour or two. if they were unlucky, they would be beaten up and
abused in front of their families. the despicable me franchise is a film series created by the

production company illumination and distributed by universal pictures. the franchise consists of
four animated films based on the stories of the same name which revolve around a trio of

incompetent and greedy minions, led by chief, who are accidentally transformed into
superpowered beings. the ‘minions’, they have one mission in life to go around the world

stealing anything that is not nailed down. they are usually accompanied by a mischievous,
womanizing mumbo, an innocent and naïve bob, and the dimwitted, but strong-hearted stuart.
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